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MEDIUM TERM EFFECTS OF A KETOGENIC DIET AND A MEDITERRANEAN
DIET ON RESTING ENERGY EXPENDITURE AND RESPIRATORY RATIO
Paoli A. et Al; BMC Proceedings 2012, 6(Suppl 3):P37

Background

Very low carbohydrate ketogenic type diets (VLCKD) have been shown to be more effective for body weight
reduction and fat loss compared to balanced or low-calorie Mediterranean diets, at least in the shortmedium term, although the underlying mechanisms of its efficacy are still not well understood. Despite
being a diet in widespread use there are few data available regarding effects on respiratory ratio (RR) and
resting energy expenditure (REE) and, more specifically, there are no reports about the effects on RR
following a return to a non ketogenic diet. The aim of this study was to compare the effects of a 20 day ketogenic Mediterranean diet with phytoextracts (KEMEPHY) and a low-calorie Mediterranean diet (MD) on RR
and REE during and 20 days after finishing the ketogenic phase.

Materials and Methods

Forty healthy, overweight subjects were recruited and randomly divided into two groups: MD (age 46.61 ±
14.6, BMI 26.8±2.6, weight 76.3±9.9 kg ) and KEMEPHY (age 50.63 ±11.6, BMI 28.8±2.8, weight 81.8±11.6 kg).
KEMEPHY group followed a ketogenic diet (<30g/day of carbohydrates) using meals that mimic the aspect
and the taste of carbohydrates but with virtually zero CHO and with phytoextracts (Tisanoreica®, Lonigo,
Italy); after 20 days of strictly KD subjects followed a low carbohydrate non ketogenic diet for 20 days. The
MD group followed a standard low-calorie Mediterranean diet (tot Kcal). REE and RR, together with body
weight and body composition, were measured in the morning after overnight fasting at the start of the study
and after 20 (t20) and 40 days (t40). An Anova test for repeated measures and unpaired t-test with Welch’s
correction were performed when appropriate.

Results

Compared to starting values RR was significantly decreased in the KEMEPHY group after 20 days (p<0.05) and
after 40 days (p=0.0002) (0.86±0.06; 0.79±0.05; 0.76±0.08; respectively) whilst no significant differences were
detected in RR in the MED group. No significant differences in REE were detected. Both groups showed a
significant decrease in body weight at t20 and t40 compared to basal conditions (KEMEPHY basal 81.8±11.6;
t20 77.8±11.4; t40 75±11.2. MED basal 76.3±9.9; t20 75.6±9.9; 71.7±9.8) with the percentage changes in body
weight being significantly greater for the KEMEPHY group. Both groups showed a significant decrease in
body fat mass at t20 and t40 compared to basal conditions with the percentage changes in body fat mass
being significantly greater for the KEMEPHY group (P=0.0135).
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Conclusions

These preliminary data showed that whilst both diet protocols lead to a significant decrease in body weight,
the reduction was significantly greater during KEMEPHY. The KEMEPHY diet also lead to a lowering of RR and
increased fat oxidation at rest without any effect on REE. These findings suggest that one of the main weight
loss mechanisms of KD might be attributed to an improvement in resting nutrient oxidation and interestingly this effect was long lasting, at least for up to 20 days following cessation of the ketogenic. Data on metabolic effects of KEMEPHY 3 months the ketogenic period will soon be available.
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